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Introduction 
During the acceleration or hraking phases of vehicle performance the 
handling characteristics may vary considerably from those obtained under 
steady speed conditions [1 to 3]. In certain cases advantage may he taken of 
the changes to enhance some particular aspects of handling. For example, the 
application of an accelerating force through the rear wheels of a rear drive 
vehicle is a means wherehy lateral response may he increase. The braking 
process ean in extreme cases result in either complete loss of control, -with 
the outcome that the vehicle moves either in a manner sulely dependent on 
its attitudc immediately prior to hrake application, or in absolute stahility 
in which the vehicle cannot deyiate from a rectilinear motion [4 to 6]. 
The present ,,-ork is coneerncd with pxperimental study of vehicle re;:;-
ponst' in steering antI lll'aking maneuve]'s in special eases: where the tpsts 
w,'re performed ,,-ith two sets of front/rear tire-inflatioll pressun~s: one oYer-
inflat(,d and the other underinflated. 
Effect of front tire-inflation pr<:;:;sure on the yehicle lateral response 
and the wheels locking during hraking manenvers was inyestigated. 
Test procedure and measurements 
Tests were run on dry asphalt road surface; the test car (type Lada 
1200) ,,-as in laden condition. Tests were performed by applying different 
rates of steering input to the vehicle: initially costing on straight-line path 
(at a fixed yalne of initial speed: 110 40.50 and 60 km/h). Steering maneuyer 
tests "were performed -with fixed steer angle. 
The directional response of the yehicle expressed in terms of yaw and 
lateral accelerations were measured and recorded during test (7). 
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During steering 
vfith different tire-inflation pressures and t,vo different constant vehicle 
speeds (uo -10 and 60 km/h). 
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Test result sho"'\\-ecl the front tires inflation pressure to significantly affect 
the vehicle directional response. It 'was found that at overinfIated front tires 
the vehicle tends to be oversteered (high level of yaw acceleration) and ivithout 
significant oscillation about the vehicle's yawing axis (yaw acceleration does 
not oscillate) (see I and 2h). There is an opposite tendency, at 
underinflated pressure of the front tires, the vehicle tends to be understeel'ed 
(low level of yaw acceleration) and with significant oscillation about the 
yawing axis of the vehicle (yav,- acceleration does oscillate) (see Figs. 1 
and 2a). 
By comparing Figs. I and 2, it can he noted that increasing the vehicle 
speed at a certain inflation pressure results in the oscillation fre-
quency. 
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It was also found that the rear tire-inflation pressures haye no signi-
ficant effect on vehicle motion or oscillation chuing the utilized ran!:[e of 
inflation rlressLl},~S. 
Fig. 3. sh(yws the yariation of the __ chide lateral aecderation versus 
the steering angle in steady-state turn, at different speeds (clO, 50 and 60 
km h) with diffel'ent inflation pressures of front tires. The obtained results 
indicate that the lateral acceleration increases with increasing inflation pres-
sure, mainly due to the decreasing Clll'nrture radius of the __ chide path. Here 
it ean he concluded that upon increasing the front tire-inflation pressure (con-
stant rear-tire inflation pressure) the difference' hetween the front and the 
r"ar tirf'S' sid(·siip angles decreases (Cf.! - ;~r)' 
3 sho\\'s the difference het"ween the produced lateI'd acc{,leratiolls 
to he' l't"tluced as the ·vehiele speed increases (compare a, h, and c). This result 
inclicatcs that increasing the yehide speed results in reducing the effect of 
the inflation pressure on the lateral acceleration. 
Effect of vehicle speed, steer angle and front tire-inflation pressme on 
lat('ral acceleration is given in Fig. 5, pointing out that change of frollt tires 
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inflation pressure has an increasing effect on lateral response, as the steer 
angle increases. 
The results indicate the directional response of the vehicle to be highly 
sensitive to changes of front tire-inflation pressure, and this mainly causes the 
change of tire characteristics producing change of the tire-road friction coeffi-
cient and slip-angle. Also the vehicle speed is of importance beside the front 
tire-inflation pressure. 
Combined steering and braking tests 
As shown above the front tire-inflation pressure has a significant effect 
on the vehicle yaw and lateral accelerations, but in a moderate maneuver 
the driver can correct the vehicle path by increasing or decreasing the steer 
wheel angle. In case of combined steering and braking, however, the front 
tire-inflation pressme is of importance hy changing the front "wheels' locking 
time, likely to cause complete loss of vehicle controIlahility. 
Fig. 6 shows typical recording for comhined steering and hraking tests 
with 0.2.5 }IPa inflation pressme of front and rear tires. The front wheels are 
seen not to he locked early and the lateral acceleration to have two peaks, 
which means that the vehicle twice changes its directional motion, hy other 
words, the vehicle, first, tends to drift-out (decreasing lateral acceleration, 
and the rear 'whecls tending to lock) and then the vehicle exhihits spin-out 
(increasing the lateral acceleration due to the relatively long time hetween 
the locking of the rear and the front ·wheels). 
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7 sho\\-s ty-pical recording for the Sl1lne manel1ver test \,-ith. front 
tire-inflation pressure of about 0.16 J:IPa and. the rear of about 0.25 NIPa. 
It can l)e noted that the front v{heels ",,,ere locked quickly' at lo\yer brake oil 
pressure than that needed to cause locking at higher tire-inflation pressure. 
Also the lateral acceleration is seen to have a single peak and the vehicle 
tends to move in straight linc. 
It can he concluded that the directional rei3ponse of the vehicle during 
comhined steering and braking depends not only on its situation prior to appli-
cation of hI'aking (8), hut also on the front ,md rear tire characteristics (int1a-
tion pressure). 
Summary 
Vehicle directional response has been studied during steering and braking manenvers, 
in special cases of tire-inflation pressures (underinflated and overinflated). 
Test results showed that: 
1 - During steering maneuver tests (no braking), the lateral and yaw accclerations 
are highly sensitive to the front tire-inflation pressures. No significant effect of the rear tire-
inflation pressures on the vehicle response could be observed. 
2 During steering and braking maneuvers, the vehicle response was influenced by 
the front tire-inflation pressures. Increasing the front tire-iru1ation pressure results in increase 
of the lockup time difference between front and rear wheels. 
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